
The annual workshop on Haptic and Audio Interaction Design (HAID) 
is a well-established international conference for discussing recent 
advances and challenges in the area of multimodal user-system 
interaction and user interface design. A distinctive feature of the 2011 
workshop is its focus on the practical and potential applications and 
application scenarios intended for the benefit of whole societies, 
rather than primarily for the individual user.

HAID 2011 solicits contributions in the form of paper, poster, or 
demonstration in any of the following or related areas:

 Theoretical principles of multimodal user interfaces and audio 
and haptic enabled user-system interactions

 Design approaches for multimodal user interfaces
 Effective audio and haptic interaction scenarios, especially in a 

social context (e.g. for disaster mitigation, aging society, people 
with disabilities, etc)

 Empirical evaluation and analysis of applications of multimodal 
systems, especially in a social context 

 Cross-modal interactions and their effect on the interaction 
process

 Affective aspects of audio and haptic enabled user-system 
interactions

 New developments in multimodal computer entertainment 
systems

 New developments in multimodal collaborative systems
 Novel auditory and haptic devices and their applications, 

especially in a social context
 Multimodal interfaces for decision support systems
 Mobile multimodal interactions
 Audio-haptic interfaces for simulation systems
 Audio and haptic applications in sport, art, and education
 Emerging multimodal interaction technologies and systems

The proceedings of HAID 2011 will be published in Springer's 
Lecture Notes in Computer Science series and distributed to all 
registered participants at the time of the conference.

 

Rohm Plaza, BKC 
Ritsumeikan University
Japan
August 25-26, 2011

Submission Deadlines:
Full paper: April 30
Poster or demo: June 10

Conference Chairs:
Victor V. Kryssanov
Stephen Brewster

Program Committee 
Chairs:
Eric W. Cooper
Yoshio Nakatani

Organizing Committee 
Chair:
Hitoshi Ogawa

Contacts:
Organizing Committee:
organizer@haid2011.org 
Program Committee:
program@haid2011.org 
Paper Submission:
submit@haid2011.org 

Website:
http://haid2011.org/ 
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